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Bronwyn Fredericks 
 
On the 13 February 2008 when Australia’s Prime Minister Kevin Rudd spoke in Parliament I 
was with other Aboriginal people in Brisbane. As we watched the apology on TV we cried as 
well as yelled and cheered at various points he made. We hugged each other tightly as we 
watched others demonstrate outpourings of deeply held emotions. Their emotions 
intertwined with our emotions and it was almost overwhelming. Such was the strength of 
feeling that day.  
 
The apology provided a formal public recognition of the upheavals wrought by colonialism on 
Aboriginal lives and a human recognition of the pain, hurt and frustration that Aboriginal 
people have experienced and witnessed in their lifetimes and the lifetimes of people before 
us. There are thousands of Aboriginal people who as a result of past removals and acts of 
colonial violence might have been lost to their families, died, suffered terrible abuse and 
maltreatment, felt isolated, alone and confused or don’t know who they belong too. The 
apology acknowledged these past acts. It is also about the future and processes of 
reconciliation and healing. In this the apology can not become merely a symbolic gesture. It 
needs to have on-going impacts, address the reality that inequalities and iniquities still exist 
and that the struggles continue.  
 
I see the apology as a signpost for change. I also understand that in the future, the apology 
and what follows will be how Kevin Rudd will be judged. I now wait as to how Kevin Rudd 
and this Government will address issues associated with the unequal power relationships; 
compensation; the NT intervention; poverty; health; education; Native Title; sovereignty; and 
the current discussions around Indigenous representation. The apology revealed the reality 
of colonial violence and delivered an agenda that is not just an Aboriginal one. It is shared by 
the rest of Australia. Kevin Rudd demonstrated this when he said   
 

…and we have our minds wide open as to how we might tackle, together, the great practical 
challenges that Indigenous Australia faces in the future. Let us turn this page together: 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians, government and opposition, Commonwealth and 
state, and write this new chapter in our nation’s story together.  

 
From his words and from the outpourings of support that came forth in Letters to Editors, 
chat lines, websites and television and talk back radio programs, I now also wait to see how 
more non-Indigenous Australians might take up their responsibilities to redress the 
inequalities and iniquities in Australia in spheres where they can have influence: no matter 
how big or how small. I call on NTEU members to think about what you can do and act on 
those thoughts.  
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